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Abstract  
The main purpose of this paper is to compare and contrast the treatment of vowel harmony, a kind of long-distance 
mining 
carefully the linguistic data obtained from the dialects and within the framework of generative phonology, the author 
of the paper has attempted to evaluate the present-day situation of vowel harmony (a synchronic study) in the above-
mentioned members of Oghuz languages. The results of the study showed that, except some violations mostly 
observed in loanwords, there is an innate and high degree of harmony in both of them, along with some degrees of 
disharmony. It can be claimed that one of the main factors of the observed disharmony, among other factors, is the 
effect of other languages and the existence of loanwords. Generally speaking, we may conclude that vowel harmony 
kish and Azerbaijani Turkish (Iran), 
of course with some degrees of difference.   
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1. Introduction  
As the title suggests, the author of the paper is going to study vowel harmony (VH) and the degree of its 
zerbaijani Turkish (Iran). In other words, the author is going to do a comparative 
two dialects of Western subgroup of Oghuz Turkic.) regarding VH. It is clear that VH is a kind of 
assimilation which is observed between the vowels of a word. Generally speaking, it is one of the main 
members. In VH it is the vowel of the suffix which assimilates (harmonizes) with that of the root 
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(Progressive Assimilation), while in umlaut, another kind of assimilation between vowels, it is the vowel 
of the root which assimilates (harmonizes) with that of the suffix (Regressive Assimilation). Umlaut is 
mostly observed in some of the Germanic languages and here the assimilation between the vowels occurs 
only on the basis of [back] feature, while in VH, we observe the assimilation on the basis of two features, 
i.e. [back] and [round] features. Katamba (1989) defines VH as follows:" Vowel harmony is a process 
whereby within a certain designated domain, usually the word, all vowels are required to share one or 
more phonological properties."                                                                                                                            
Hungarian, all the vowels in a word share certain features- for instance, they are all articulated with the 
front of th
vowel harmony system is one in which the vowels of a language are divided into two (or more) (possibly 
overlapping) subsets with the condition that vowels in a given word (or domain more generally) must 
co
subgroup of the Oghuz languages. The Oghuz languages form the South-Western subgroup of the Turkic 
languages, a language family comprising some 30 living languages spoken across Eastern Europe, Central 
Asia, and Siberia.                                                                                                                   
commonly spoken of the Turkic languages. Its speakers are located predominantly in Turkey and Cyprus, 
with smaller groups in Iraq, Greece, Bulgaria, the Republic of Macedonia, Kosovo, Albania, France, the 
Netherlands, Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. It is particularly spoken by several 
million immigrants in Germany.                                                                                                                           
Azerbaijani Turkish is the official language of the Republic of Azerbaijan and the mother tongue of 
millions of Azerbaijanis throughout the world especially In Iran, Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan and Turkey. 
More than 50 million speak Azerbaijani Turkish. The d
Azerbaijani Turkish are vowel harmony and extensive agglutination.                                                                           
After the foundation of the Republic of Turkey and the script reform, the Turkish Language Association 
language reform to replace Arabic and Farsi loanwords and foreign grammatical constructions with 
the dialects of Azerbaijani Turkish in Iran, too, we observe many Arabic and Farsi words in the daily 
conversation of the Azerbaijanis. In this paper, we will study vowel harmony both in native and 
loanwords. First, we are go Turkish and Azerbaijani Turkish. 
- i    a   o  u which are classified according to 
[back], [high] and [round] features through the following table:                                                   
Table 1: Vowels of Turkey Turkish 
u       o       a         i        e       
        Back     
        Round   
        High      
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occurs only with 
-dimensional, where vowels are characterized 
by two features: [front]/[back] and [rounded]/[unrounded] features. (It is the same in Azerbaijani 
Turkish.) In Azerbaijani Turkish, there are nine vowels: 
according to [back], [high] and [round] features through the following table:                                                                
Table 2: Vowels of Azerbaijan Turkish 
High Low  
Front Back Front Back 
i i e,  a Unround  
 u  o Round                
There are 8 vowels in the former and 9 in the latter. The vowel /
s used in some Eastern dialects) and this can be the 
cause of some violations of VH in this language. It is necessary to mention that the vowel /e/ is 
pronounced as / / in non-initial position of Turkish words. For example, in the words haber (a piece of 
news) and kalem (pen, pencil) the second vowel /e/ is pronounced as / /.                                                                      
Now, to contrast VH in these dialects, we are going to present the necessary linguistic data. The presented 
data will include some nouns, adjectives and adverbs used in the two dialects which , for some reasons, 
show some degrees of violation towards the general VH rule. In other words, instead of harmony in these 
words which mostly belong to the loanwords, we observe disharmony. (Of course, it should be mentioned 
that the majority of words in these dialects follow the general rule.) We will present the data in three parts 
th some degree of violation (regarding 
VH) along with their equivalents in Azerbaijani Turkish with no violation. Through the second part, we 
will present some Azerbaijani Turkish words with some degree of violation along with their equivalents 
 Turkish with no violation. Finally, in the third part some words from both dialects will be 
presented which show some degree of violation regarding VH. The words of Azerbaijani Turkish have 
been obtained from the speech of Azerbaijanis in Iran. The presented words include both native and 
loanwords which are semantically the same, i.e. they are used in both dialects with the same meaning. 
The English equivalents of the words have also been given.                                                                                 
Table 3: Disharmonized words from Turkey  Turkish along with harmonized words from Azerbaijani Turkish (The 
harmony is based on [back] feature.) 
English equivalent Azerbaijani Turkish Turkey  Turkish      
garden baxca bah  
together barabar beraber 
minute d yq  dakika 
invitation d v t davet 
time d f  defa 
attention diqq t dikkat 
news x b r haber 
truth h qiq t hakikat 
 q hv , q f  kahve 
pen q l m kalem 
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kebab kabab kebap 
mother ana anne 
apple alma elma 
lemon lumu limon 
peach ft li eftali 
green y  y  
hurry c l  acele 
lift, elevator asansor a  
today b  b  
mine m d n maden 
part, region m h ll  mahalle 
subject mozu mevzu 
fruit miv  meyva 
bus tubus o  
owner sahab,  sahip 
talking s t sohbet 
unit of number d n  tane 
definition t rif tariff 
holiday t til tatil 
new, fresh t z  taz  
profit, interest   m nf t menfaat 
for example    m s l n mesela 
victory  z f r zafer 
new, fresh  t z  taze 
Table 4: Disharmonized words from Azerbaijani Turkish along with harmonized words from Turkey  Turkish (The 
harmony is based on [back] feature.) 
 
English equivalent  Turkey  Turkish   Azerbaijani Turkish         
knife b  pi  
  chewing gum  s  s  
even hatta h tta 
comfortable rahat rah t 
  acceptance    kabul q bul 
  interest   laq  
alcohol alkol lkol 
hello alo lo 
lion aslan slan 
foot ayak yax 
wine arab rab 
  a kind of drink ayran yran 
quince ayva Heyva 
drunkard a   
torment azap zab 
owl B  b  
corner Bucak Bicax 
  boulevard  bulvar bilvar 
brute canavar c n var 
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abscess  iban 
government devlet dol t 
  thorn, sting diken Tikan 
forbidden by religion  haram h ram 
remembrance h  xatir  
imagination hayal Xiyal 
traitor h  Xayin 
animal hayvan Heyvan 
autumn hazan x zan 
  distant  irak Irax 
spinach ispanak isb nax 
  door   k  Qapi 
Caucasus kafkas q fqaz 
  life   hayat h yat 
butcher kasab q ssab 
lion aslan slan 
  accept        kabul     q bul   
 
Table 5: Disharmonized words from Azerbaijani Turkish along with disharmonized words from Turkey  Turkish (The harmony is based on [back] 
feature.) 
 
  English equivalents   Azerbaijani Turkish  Turkey  Turkish  
 
health afiy t Afiyet 
passenger Musafir misafir 
hotel Hotel Otel 
  cooked rice Pilov Pilav 
police Polis Polis 
second saniy  Saniye 
hello s lam Selam 
cigarette Siqar Sigara 
poet air air 
firm t irket 
driver ofer  
taxi Taksi Taksi 
date, history Tarix Tarih 
telephone Telfun Telefon 
pilgrimage ziyar t Ziyaret 
shop T  D  
world D  D  
cup Fincan Fincan 
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which, what hangi, hansi Hangi 
office idar  Idare 
signature Imza Imza 
human Insane Insane 
 I  I  
kilo Kilo Kilo 
fare, rent Kira Kira 
book Kitab Kitap 
north Quzey Kuzey 
thanks m mnun Memnun 
clerk, employee m mur Memur 
busy m  M  
square, field Meydan Meydan 
million Milyon Milyon 
architect Memar Mimar 
ignorant Cahil Cahil 
favour Ehsan Ihsan 
wrestler p hlivan Pehlivan 
politics siyas t siyaset 
murderer   Qatil katil 
witness  ahit 
television Tilviziyon televiziyon 
death v fat vefat 
cigarette sigar sigara 
well-done af rin Aferim 
literature   d biyyat   edebiyat 
 
2. Conclusion 
Paying attention to the data in the upper diagram, we can conclude that some of the disharmonies we 
/ does not exist in Standard 
Turkish. This, in some cases, violates vowel harmony. For example: defa, tane 
dialect compared to that of Azerbaijani Turkish. It seems that VH is applied in Azerbaijani Turkish with a 
 
Here, we observe disharmony in some words from Azerbaijani Turkish but not in the words from 
s phenomenon, we believe that, in some cases, it is the impact 
of other languages (mainly Arabic and Farsi) which has caused some violations in Azerbaijani Turkish 
regarding VH. In the other cases, the disharmony is the result of the internal changes occurred within the 
language, whatever happens in all languages. Furthermore, some of the above-mentioned words are 
loanwords used in Azerbaijani Turkish. For example: h ram, bilvar 
The author of the paper has tried to show only the violations of the general VH rule through the preceding 
finally the violations in both dialects (shared violations) have been shown. As it is clear, most of the 
presented words through the above-mentioned tables belong to the loanwords, i.e. most of the violations 
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Turkish and Azerbaijani Turkish, has  
changed the pronunciation of these words to some extent, but we still observe some violations (regarding 
VH) in both of them.                                                                                      
According to the presented data and their comparison in the above-mentioned dialects, we can come to 
the conclusion that regarding vowel harmony some degree of violation is observed in both of them. It can 
be said that one of the reasons of disharmony is the effect of other languages especially Arabic and Farsi, 
although other factors are also involved. Putting aside the presented words and some others, we may 
n 
Azerbaijani Turkish. It is a very active and prominent characteristic of the phonology of these dialects.   
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